
KHMS/QM/10/SP-17/62   

Dear Parent 

The Safety and security of the children is our prime concern. As partners in their holistic growth, it is of 

to ensure that every student of the school is safe at all times.

a regular basis.The school transport is the safest mode of transportation and has adequate coverage area to facilitate 

student transportation. 

In case your ward is travelling to school through private conveyance, p

security norms. 

Ensure that the van drops your ward to school not 

a.m. at Nursery Wing. FOR PRIMARY WING please 

the morning. In the afternoon, they may

soon after school closes and is not left to 

The school maintains no connection with any 

at your discretion. The school may not be held responsible 

premises or in the private conveyance.

September 2017 (Monday) positively. 

Yours Sincerely 

 

 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

(fill either Part A/Part B

Part A: 

I permit my ward ___________________

responsibility. 

Father’s Sign.    :____________________

Part B: 

I will pick & drop my ward _____________

Father’s Sign.    :____________________

Part C: 

I permit my ward ______________________ Class _________Section_______ to travel by private conveyance at 

our responsibility as per details given below:

Driver’s Name:__________________________

Father’s Sign.    :____________________

Ashok Vihar, Delhi- 110 052 

      Date:  

children is our prime concern. As partners in their holistic growth, it is of 

ensure that every student of the school is safe at all times. Circulars to the same effect have been sent periodically on 

The school transport is the safest mode of transportation and has adequate coverage area to facilitate 

ol through private conveyance, please ensure that the van fulfills all safety and 

Ensure that the van drops your ward to school not before 7:40 a.m. at Senior Wing,8:00a.m.

FOR PRIMARY WING please tell the private transporter to drop the child only at the front gate

afternoon, they may pick up may be from the back gate also. Ensure that your ward is picked

soon after school closes and is not left to move around after school hours. 

The school maintains no connection with any private transporter whatsoever. The use of private conveyance is totally 

at your discretion. The school may not be held responsible for any untoward incident occurring

premises or in the private conveyance. Please sign consent form given below and submit to class teacher by 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consent form 

either Part A/Part B- whichever is applicable) 

_____________ Class _____Section____  to go home on his own

___________________    Mother’s Sign. :___________________

ward ________________________________ Class _________Section_

___________________    Mother’s Sign. :___________________

I permit my ward ______________________ Class _________Section_______ to travel by private conveyance at 

bility as per details given below: 

_______             Mobile No: ______________  Van No.____________

___________________    Mother’s Sign. :___________________

 

Date:  14Sep, 2017 

children is our prime concern. As partners in their holistic growth, it is of prime importance 

Circulars to the same effect have been sent periodically on 

The school transport is the safest mode of transportation and has adequate coverage area to facilitate 

lease ensure that the van fulfills all safety and 

 at Primary Wing and 8:10 

tell the private transporter to drop the child only at the front gate in 

Ensure that your ward is picked up 

transporter whatsoever. The use of private conveyance is totally 

incident occurring outside the school 

Please sign consent form given below and submit to class teacher by 18
th

 

----------------------------- 

to go home on his own at our 

Mother’s Sign. :_____________________________ 

_______Section_______  by myself. 

Mother’s Sign. :_____________________________ 

I permit my ward ______________________ Class _________Section_______ to travel by private conveyance at 

Van No.____________ 

Mother’s Sign. :________________________________ 

 


